INTRODUCTION

Ectopic pancreas is mainly located in the stomach and duodenum and is mostly discovered incidentally without symptoms. When symptoms are present, they are mostly nonspecific, such as epigastric pain. This condition undergoes various pathological changes that can also be observed in a normal pancreas, including bleeding, acute and chronic pancreatitis, cysts, and malignant transformation. There have been reports of gastric ectopic pancreas causing gastric outlet obstruction (GOO), most of which were diagnosed and treated through surgery. Two cases of GOO caused by gastric ectopic pancreas were treated with endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS)-guided cystic drainage in China and Japan, one of which was observed without surgical resection and showed no signs of recurrence. To our knowledge, no previous report in Korea has described gastric ectopic pancreas with pseudocyst causing GOO, which was improved by EUS-guided cystic drainage. Here, we present a rare case of gastric ectopic pancreas associated with pancreatitis and pseudocyst, leading to GOO that presented with epigastric pain and vomiting in a young woman.

CASE REPORT

A 34-year-old woman presented with dyspepsia, epigastric pain, and vomiting that had begun one month prior. In the last month, she has complained of recurrent vomiting after each meal and has lost 2 kg of body weight. She had been a heavy drinker for three years, consuming 110 g of alcohol daily, and...
heavy smoker for 15 years, smoking 20 cigarettes daily. Her vital signs were unremarkable on initial outpatient examination. On physical examination, she complained of epigastric tenderness. Laboratory findings showed a significant elevation of aspartate aminotransferase (206 U/L; reference, 0 to 32 U/L), alanine aminotransferase (113 U/L; reference, 0 to 33 U/L), total bilirubin (1.33 mg/dL; reference, 0 to 1.2 mg/dL), and serum amylase (633 U/L; reference, 28 to 100 U/L). Serum lipase was within normal levels (53 U/L; reference, 13 to 60 U/L) and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) was slightly increased (5.2 ng/mL; reference, 0 to 4.3 ng/mL).

On upper endoscopy, a subepithelial lesion was found at the anterior wall in the distal antrum of the stomach with extrinsic compression on pylorus; its surface was covered by normal gastric mucosa, and a small opening was observed at its center. The pyloric channel was difficult to pass through with the Olympus Q290 endoscope (outer diameter 9.2 mm) (Fig. 1A). Abdominal computed tomography (CT) showed an approximately 4-cm, well-defined, low attenuation mass with relatively thin wall, with septation and focal septal calcification within the subepithelial portion of the gastric antrum (Fig. 1B). Based on the endoscopic and CT findings, EUS was performed and revealed a multi-cystic subepithelial lesion that seemed to originate from the third layer with internal hyperechoic materials and debris. Fine needle aspiration (FNA) and cystic drainage was performed (Fig. 2), and a total of 20 mL of serous fluid was aspirated. Cystic fluid cytologic examination showed numerous neutrophils with some lymphoid cells with no evidence of malignancy. The aspirated fluid amylase level was 965 U/L and the CEA level was 162 ng/mL. Based on these test results,
GOO caused by gastric ectopic pancreas with pseudocyst formation was diagnosed.

The cystic lesion shrank after EUS-FNA and cystic drainage and the abdominal symptoms of GOO improved, after which the patient was discharged. Due to the possibility of malignant transformation and the patient’s young age, periodic follow-up examinations were required, and surgical resection was discussed. However, the patient decided to only undergo follow-up observation. Follow-up endoscopy and CT performed six months later showed a decrease in the size of the lesion (Fig. 3). The patient is currently symptom-free, with no signs of recurrence of the lesion in endoscopic and CT examinations conducted every six months for two years.

DISCUSSION

In this report, we report a rare case of a large subepithelial cystic lesion arising from the ectopic pancreas successfully treated by EUS-FNA. This case emphasizes the need for heightened clinical awareness of gastric ectopic pancreas as a potential cause of gastrointestinal symptoms. EUS-FNA is considered as a valuable diagnostic and therapeutic tool in managing such cases, allowing for a precise diagnosis, as well as the treatment and improvement of symptoms.

Ectopic pancreas is a relatively common subepithelial lesion in the stomach, but it is not easy to differentiate from other subepithelial lesions. In particular, it is important to differentiate between pseudocysts arising from the gastric ectopic pancreas and intramural cystic lesions of the stomach. Gastric ectopic pancreas is characterized by central dimpling on the surface on endoscopic findings, and is mainly found in the prepyloric region of the stomach. The typical EUS findings of gastric ectopic pancreas include indistinct borders, heterogenous echogenicity, and an anechoic duct-like structure. When cystic lesions appear along with these characteristic lesions, they can be differentiated from intramural gastric pseudocysts such as gastric duplication cysts.

Although ectopic pancreas is often asymptomatic, it often gives rise to pseudocystic formation, pancreatitis, and malignant transformation. Pseudocyst formation in the ectopic pancreas develops when the secretory passage of the exocrine gland does not connect to the gastric mucosa, causing secreted enzymes to stagnate in the tissue, causing repetitive pancreatitis. The occurrence of acute pancreatitis in association with gastric ectopic pancreas adds a layer of complexity to its clinical presentation. Pancreatitis in this context may result from ductal obstruction, inflammation, or other factors related to the ectopic pancreatic tissue. Malignant transformation is a rare but known complication associated with ectopic pancreas.4,5 Long-term surveillance and follow-up are essential in such cases, as malignant transformation may occur over time.5

Several cases of acute pancreatitis with pseudocysts in the gastric ectopic pancreas were reported. Most cases were treated surgically, and chronic alcohol intake was not confirmed in the patients. Ryu et al.10 reported pancreatitis and pseudocyst in the gastric ectopic pancreas of a patient with chronic alcohol consumption, and the condition improved with abstinence and conservative treatment. A case of gastric ectopic pancreas causing GOO in a chronic alcohol user with concomitant COVID-19 infection has been recently reported.11 It is known that the toxic effects of alcohol can induce repetitive inflammation in the gastric ectopic pancreas. In our case, following EUS-FNA and abstinence, the patient’s symptoms improved, and there was no recurrence thereafter. Therefore, the possibility of chronic alcohol consumption being the cause of pancreatitis and cystic formation cannot be ruled out.

Fig. 3. Follow-up endoscopic and CT images. A: Six month later, repeated endoscopic image showing a decrease in the size of the lesion. B: CT image showing markedly decreased size of cystic lesion in the gastric antrum (arrow). CT, computed tomography.
Most pseudocysts in gastric ectopic pancreas are asymptomatic. However, if they are large or located near the pylorus, compression may cause a GOO. GOO due to ectopic pancreas with pseudocyst formation is rare, and most cases reported included a final diagnosis and treatment through surgical resection. However, since the possibility of malignant change is not high, surgical resection in cases where there is no recurrence and the possibility of malignancy is low has the disadvantage of reducing the quality of life. Two cases of GOO caused by gastric ectopic pancreas were treated with EUS-guided cystic drainage, and in the Japanese case, laparoscopic surgical resection was performed to confirm a histological diagnosis and prevent recurrence. In China, Jin et al. were the first to report that a pseudocyst arising from gastric ectopic pancreas improved with only endoscopic treatment, and there were no signs of recurrence during four years of follow-up observation.

In our case, the patient exhibited symptoms of epigastric pain and vomiting, which were linked to GOO caused by the presence of a huge pseudocyst. The presented case of gastric ectopic pancreas with associated pancreatitis and pseudocyst highlights the complexities and challenges in the management of this rare condition. Ectopic pancreas, although generally asymptomatic, can lead to various complications that require a comprehensive understanding of its clinical implications. EUS-FNA played a crucial role not only in confirming the diagnosis but also in guiding therapeutic interventions. The drainage of the pseudocyst through EUS-FNA contributed significantly to the resolution of GOO and the improvement of the patient's symptoms.

In conclusion, we report a rare case of gastric ectopic pancreas with pseudocyst causing GOO, which improved with EUS-guided cystic drainage in a young woman with habitual heavy drinking. This case emphasizes the importance of a thorough evaluation and consideration of gastric ectopic pancreas in the differential diagnosis of GOO. EUS-FNA is considered as a valuable tool not only for accurate diagnosis but also for providing therapeutic interventions. Long-term follow-up and surveillance are crucial to monitor for potential complications, including malignant transformation, in patients with ectopic pancreas. Continued research and reporting of such cases will contribute to the evolving understanding of this rare condition and aid in refining clinical management strategies.
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